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Belief, Law and Politics Jan 22 2022 This edited collection gathers together the principal findings of the
RELIGARE project, which dealt with the question of religious and philosophical diversity in European law.
Specifically, it covers four spheres of public policy and legislation: employment, family life, use of public space
and state support mechanisms. The book consists of two main parts: the first includes the principal findings of
the project, while the second is a compilation of 28 short contributions from scholars, legal practitioners,
policy makers and activists who respond to the report and offer views on the sensitive issue of religious
diversity and the law in Europe.
Palliative care for older people Sep 29 2022 Current projections indicate that by 2050 the number of people
aged over 80 years old will rise to 395 million and that by this date 25-30% of people over the age of 85 will
show some degree of cognitive decline. Palliative care for older people: A public health perspective provides a
comprehensive account of the current state of palliative care for older people worldwide and illustrates the
range of concomitant issues that, as the global population ages, will ever more acutely shape the decisions of
policy-makers and care-givers. The book begins by outlining the range of policies towards palliative care for
older people that are found worldwide. It follows this by examining an array of socio-cultural issues and
palliative care initiatives, from the care implications of health trajectories of older people to the spiritual
requirements of palliative care patients, and from the need to encourage compassion towards end-of-life care
within communities to the development of care pathways for older people. Palliative care for older people: A
public health perspective is a valuable resource for professionals and academics in a range of healthcare and
public health fields to understand the current state of policy work from around the world. The book also
highlights the social-cultural considerations that influence the difficult decisions that those involved in
palliative care face, not least patients themselves, and offers examples of good practice and recommendations
to inspire, support, and direct healthcare policy and decision-making at organisational, regional, national and
international levels.
The Corpus Linguistics Discourse Sep 17 2021 With an ever-growing body of corpus linguistic tools, resources
and applications, it becomes increasingly important to reflect critically on the underlying assumptions that
corpus linguistics is based on. Focusing on meaning and methods, this book tackles fundamental concepts and
approaches that define the discourse of the field. Internationally renowned contributors address topics that
range from the history of corpus linguistics to contrastive perspectives between languages, to interpreting
patterns in corpora as evidence of both mainstream discourses and individual voices within them. This
collection not only adds to our understanding of the fundamentals of corpus linguistics, it also brings
innovative meanings to the corpus linguistics discourse. It has been edited in honour of Wolfgang Teubert, who
for decades has been a significant voice in this discourse.
Corpus Linguistics in Chinese Contexts Mar 12 2021 Rapid advances in computing have enabled the

integration of corpora into language teaching and learning, yet in China corpus methods have not yet been
widely adopted. Corpus Linguistics in Chinese Contexts aims to advance the state of the art in the use of
corpora in applied linguistics and contribute to the expertise in corpus use in China.
Building Anti-Fragile Organisations Mar 24 2022 Every day human organisations fail. Building Anti-Fragile
Organisations explores a powerful alternative framework for risk in the design and management of human
systems. Anti-Fragility is a new way of thinking about mitigating risk that builds on earlier work on the
characteristics of biological systems that, being more than just robust, actually improve their resilience
through being stressed. Professor Bendell explains how applying this concept to the development and
management of organisations, services and products, allows us to identify the characteristics that will not only
mitigate against the realisation of hazards, but enable growth in protection, strength and anti-fragility over
time. In this context, anti-fragility also encompasses flexibility, agility and the exploitation of opportunities. At
the organisational level, anti-fragility (or its absence) is determined by the organisational strategy, structure
and systems, its people, relationships and culture. The book focuses on establishing the Anti-Fragile concept of
the firm, and explores its application in private and public sector organisations of all types. It identifies
characteristics relevant to survival in a turbulent world, and how our approaches to risk and governance need
to change in order to create and manage anti-fragile organisations. It provides practical insight into the
concept of Anti-Fragility and its deployment within human organisations of all types, and give readers the
opportunity to start to make sense to applying the concepts within their own worlds.
Global Perspectives on Recruiting International Students Feb 08 2021 Although many countries have created
effective strategies to recruit more international students due to proven economic and social benefits,
recruiting international students as a field of research lacks coherence. Filling this gap, this book provides a
holistic and comprehensive overview of this emerging research area.
Input a Word, Analyze the World Nov 19 2021 Input a Word, Analyze the World represents current perspectives
on Corpus Linguistics (CL) from a variety of linguistic subdisciplines. Corpus Linguistics has proven itself an
excellent methodology for the study of language variation and change, and is well-suited for interdisciplinary
collaboration, as shown by the studies in this volume. Its title is inspired by the use of CL to assess language in
different registers and with a variety of purposes. This collection contains thirty contributions by scholars in
the field from across the globe, dealing with current topics on corpus production and corpus tools; lexical
analysis, phraseology and grammar; translation and contrastive linguistics; and language learning. Language
specialists will find these papers inspiring, as they present new insights on aspects related to research and
teaching.
Proceedings of the 2013 International Conference on Electrical and Information Technologies for Rail
Transportation (EITRT2013)-Volume II Apr 24 2022 Proceedings of the 2013 International Conference on
Electrical and Information Technologies for Rail Transportation (EITRT2013) collects the latest research in
this field, including a wealth of state-of-the-art research theories and applications in intelligent computing,
information processing, communication technology, automatic control, etc. The objective of the proceedings is
to provide a major interdisciplinary forum for researchers, engineers, academics and industrial professionals to
present the most innovative research on and developments in the field of rail transportation electrical and
information technologies. Contributing authors from academia, industry and the government also offer inside
views of new, interdisciplinary solutions. Limin Jia is a professor at Beijing Jiaotong University and Chief
Scientist at the State Key Lab of Rail Traffic Control and Safety.
A Companion to Hong Kong Cinema Jul 24 2019 A Companion to Hong Kong Cinema provides the
firstcomprehensive scholarly exploration of this unique global cinema.By embracing the interdisciplinary
approach of contemporary filmand cultural studies, this collection navigates theoretical debateswhile charting
a new course for future research in Hong Kongfilm. Examines Hong Kong cinema within an interdisciplinary
context,drawing connections between media, gender, and Asian studies,Asian regional studies, Chinese
language and cultural studies,global studies, and critical theory Highlights the often contentious debates that
shape currentthinking about film as a medium and its possible future Investigates how changing research on
gender, the body, andsexual orientation alter the ways in which we analyze sexualdifference in Hong Kong
cinema Charts how developments in theories of colonialism,postcolonialism, globalization, neoliberalism,
Orientalism,and nationalism transform our understanding of the economics andpolitics of the Hong Kong film
industry Explores how the concepts of diaspora, nostalgia, exile, andtrauma offer opportunities to rethink
accepted ways ofunderstanding Hong Kong’s popular cinematic genres andstars
The Role of Language in the Climate Change Debate Jun 26 2022 This volume takes a distinctive look at the
climate change debate, already widely studied across a number of disciplines, by exploring the myriad linguistic
and discursive perspectives and approaches at play in the climate change debate as represented in a variety of
genres. The book focuses on key linguistic themes, including linguistic polyphony, lexical choices, metaphors,
narration, and framing, and uses examples from diverse forms of media, including scientific documents, policy
reports, op-eds, and blogs, to shed light on how information and knowledge on climate change can be
represented, disseminated, and interpreted and in turn, how they can inform further discussion and debate.
Featuring contributions from a global team of researchers and drawing on a broad array of linguistic
approaches, this collection offers an extensive overview of the role of language in the climate change debate for
graduate students, researchers, and scholars in applied linguistics, environmental communication, discourse
analysis, political science, climatology, and media studies.
Morphological Perspectives Aug 05 2020 Morphological Perspectives takes words as the starting point for any
questions about linguistic structure: their form, their internal structure, their paradigmatic extensions, and
their role in expressing and manipulating syntactic configurations.
Displaced Heritage Sep 25 2019 Considerations of the effect of trauma on heritage sites.
Experiments in Listening Dec 29 2019 Through an exploration of both practice and theory, this book

investigates the relationship between listening and the theatrical encounter in the context of Western theatre
and performance. Rather than looking to the stage for a politics or ethics of performance, Rajni Shah asks what
work needs to happen in order for the stage itself to appear, exploring some of the factors that might allow or
prevent a group of individuals to gather together as an ‘audience’. Shah proposes that the theatrical encounter
is a structure that prioritises the attentive over the declarative; each of the five chapters is an exploration of
this proposition. The first two chapters propose readings for the terms ‘listening’ and ‘audience’, drawing
primarily on Gemma Corradi Fiumara’s writing about the philosophy of listening and Stanley Cavell’s writing
about being-in-audience. The third chapter reflects on the work of Lying Fallow, the first of two practice
elements which were part of this research, asking whether and how this project aligns with the modes of
listening that Shah has proposed thus far, and introducing Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s writing about the
preposition ‘beside’ in relation to being-in-audience. In the fourth chapter, Shah examines the role of the
invitation in setting up the parameters for being-in-audience, in relation to Sara Ahmed’s writing about arrival
and encounter. And in the final chapter the second practice element, Experiments in Listening, operates to
expand our thinking about where and how the work of being-in-audience takes place. Blending the boundaries
of theoretical, creative and practice-based artistic work, this book is accompanied by a series of five zines.
These describe an embodied experience of knowledge from a personal perspective, both playfully and seriously
following a line of enquiry developed in each of the chapters.
Massive Open Online Courses Jun 22 2019 Are MOOCs a catalyst for reimagining education, a sign of the
increased corporatization of the education sector, or merely a well-publicized but passing trend? Massive Open
Online Courses shares insights from multiple stakeholders on what MOOCs are now and could eventually
become, providing those in higher education as well as K-12, military, government, and corporate training with
an authoritative source on a wide range of key issues surrounding MOOCs. MOOCs, or Massive Open Online
Courses, are a disruptive technology currently forcing a serious reconceptualization of accreditation,
assessment, motivation and retention, technology-based instruction, and the overall student experience. In this
timely volume, Paul Kim brings together experts from higher education, business, law, learning analytics and
other relevant areas to provide an evenhanded, research-based positioning of MOOCs within the existing
educational technology landscape and a base for understanding whether they could reshape the future of
education.
Evolution of Family Business Jan 10 2021 Family businesses are everywhere, but there is little information
regarding their growth and development. This book is one of the few to analyse the identity and evolution of
the largest family businesses in Latin America and Spain. With contributions from 20 scholars from 12
different countries, the book compares the relationship of families in business within their national economies,
foreign capital, migration, and politics. The authors deny the existence of a ‘Latin type’ of family capitalism in
their countries, and highlight diversity, and national and regional differences. This interdisciplinary book will
be useful for students and scholars of economics, management, history, sociology, and anthropology.
Politicians, family business consultants, family businesses, and international institutions will also benefit from
insights within this book.
ECEG2013- 13th European Conference on eGovernment Sep 05 2020 These proceedings represent the work of
authors at the 13th European Conference on e-Government (ECEG 2013). The Conference this year is hosted by
the Iuniversity of Insubria in Como, Italy. The Conference Chair is Professor Walter Castelnovo and the
Programme Chair is Professor Elena Ferrari, both are fro the Department of Theoretical and Applied Sciences
at the University of Insubria. The opening keynote address is given by Dr Gianluca Misuraca from the European
Commission, Joint Research Centre, Institute for Prospective Technological Studies, Seville, Spain and
Gianluca is addressing the topic "eGovernment: Past, Present & Future: A policy-research perspective for
renewing governance in the digital age." The second day of the conference is opened by Dr Antoinio Cordella
from the London School of Economics, London, UK, who will talk about "Public value creation: the new
challenge for e-government policies." ECEG brings together, researchers, Government officials and
practitioners in the area of e-Government from around the world. Participants are able to share their research
findings and explore the latest developments and trends in the field which can then be disseminated to the
wider community. With an initial submission of 153 abstracts, after the double blind, peer review process there
are papers published in these Conference Proceedings from 40 countries including Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Brazil, Canada, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Denmark, Eygpt, Germany, Greece, India, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Italy,
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Poland, Romania,
Russia, Saudi Arabia, Serbia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, UK
and USA. This will ensure a very interesting two days.
ICIE2013- International Conference on Innovation and Entrepreneurship Jul 16 2021 Edited by: Dr. Radwan A.
Kharabsheh, The Hashemite University, Amman, Jordan. PRINT version of the proceedings of the International
Conference on Innovation and Entrepreneurship ICIE 2013 hosted by The Hashemite University in cooperation
with The Arab Administrative Development Organization, Amman, Jordan on the 4-5 March 2013. This is a
single volume with 199 pages.
ECEL2013- Proceedings for the 12th European Conference on eLearning Oct 19 2021
Into the Wild: Beyond the Design Research Lab Nov 27 2019 This edited collection opens up new intellectual
territories and articulates the ways in which academics are theorising and practicing new forms of research in
‘wild’ contexts. Many researchers are choosing to leave the familiarity of their laboratory-based settings in
order to pursue in-situ studies ‘in the wild’ that can help them to better understand the implications of their
work in real-world settings. This has naturally led to ethical, philosophical and practical reappraisals with
regard to the taken for granted lab-based modus operandi of scientific, cultural and design-based ways of
working. This evolving movement has led to a series of critical debates opening up around the nature of
research in the wild, but up until now these debates have not been drawn together in a coherent way that could

be useful in an academic context. The book brings together applied, methodological and theoretical
perspectives relating to this subject area, and provides a platform and a source of reference material for
researchers, students and academics to base their work on. Cutting across multiple disciplines relating to
philosophy, sociology, ethnography, design, human–computer interaction, science, history and critical theory,
this timely collection appeals to a broad range of academics in varying fields of research.
Learning Disability Nursing Oct 26 2019 Learning Disability Nursing: Modern Day Practice provides a solid
foundation that allows health care practitioners to care for and/or support people with learning disabilities in a
range of health and social care settings and scenarios. The book addresses learning disability nursing from
various perspectives, including history and modern-day practi
ECGBL2013-Proceedings of the 6th European Conference on Games Based Learning Dec 21 2021
Rape Trials in England and Wales Jun 02 2020 In light of ongoing concerns about the treatment of survivors,
Rape Trials in England and Wales critically examines court responses to rape and sexual assault. Using new
data from an in-depth observational study of rape trials, this book asks why attempts to improve survivor
experiences at court have not been fully effective. In doing so, Smith identifies deep-rooted barriers to survivor
justice and, crucially, introduces potential avenues for more effective reform. This book provides a
comprehensive examination of the practicalities of court, use of rape myths and sexual history evidence,
underlying principles of adversarial justice and the impact of inequalities embedded within English and Welsh
legal culture. This engaging and highly significant study is essential reading for anyone seeking to understand
the criminal courts and their responses to rape, including practitioners and students of criminology, sociology,
and law.
Designing Listening Tests May 14 2021 This book examines the crucial role that sound file selection plays in
assessing listening ability and introduces the reader to the procedure of textmapping, which explores how to
exploit a sound file. The book discusses the role of the task identifier, the task instructions and the example,
and analyses the strengths and weaknesses of different test methods. Guidelines for developing listening items,
and procedures that can be used in peer review and task revision are also provided. A range of sample listening
tasks illustrates the benefits of following the test development approach described in the book. Developing
Listening Tests also provides insights into the advantages that field trials, statistical analyses and standard
setting can offer the language test developer in determining how well their tasks work. This practical book will
be of interest to researchers, language testers, testing commissions, and teachers engaged in assessing
listening performance around the world.
ECRM2013-Proceedings of the 12th European Conference on Research Methods Apr 12 2021 Complete
proceedings of the 13th European Conference on Research Methodology for Business and Management Studies
ECRM 2013 PRINT version Published by Academic Conferences and Publishing International Limited.
Buddha on Wall Street Aug 29 2022 'An original, insightful, and provocative evaluation of our economic
situation today. If you wonder about the social implications of Buddhist teachings, this is an essential book.'
David Loy, author Money, Sex, War, Karma. 'Lays bare the pernicious consequences of corporate capitalism and
draws forth from Buddhism suggestions for creating benign alternatives conducive to true human flourishing.'
Bhikkhu Bodhi, editor In the Buddha's Words. After his Enlightenment the Buddha set out to help liberate the
individual and create a society free from suffering. The economic resources now exist to offer everyone decent
food, shelter, work and leisure, to allow us to fulfil our potential as human beings. What is it in modern
capitalism which prevents that? Can Buddhism build something better than our current economic system?
Vaddhaka Linn explores these questions by examining our economic world from the moral standpoint of the
Buddha.
Arabic Corpus Linguistics Jun 14 2021 Explores the cultural politics of televisual engagements with the
history, literature and archaeology of Ancient Greece
Rank Hypocrisies Oct 31 2022 "In crystalline text steeped in cold rage, Sayer takes aim at the REF’s central
claim, that it is a legitimate process of expert peer review. He critiques university and national-level REF
processes against actual practices of scholarly review as found in academic journals, university presses, and
North American tenure procedures. His analysis is damning. If the REF fails as scholarly review, how can
academics and universities continue to participate? And how can government use its rankings as a basis for
public policy?" - Tarak Barkawi, London School of Economics "Sayer makes a compelling argument that the
Research Excellence Framework is not only expensive and divisive, but is also deeply flawed as an evaluation
exercise. Rank Hypocrisies is a rigorous and scholarly evaluation of the REF, yet written in a lively and
engaging style that makes it highly readable." - Dorothy Bishop, University of Oxford Few decisions are as
consequential for the funding and reputation of Britain's universities as those of REF panels. Not only do REF
rankings determine the levels of research funding universities receive from the state. They equally affect
institutions' ability to attract external grants, top-flight faculty, and graduate students. Whatever benefit the
UK's periodic research assessment exercises may have brought to research productivity, the REF has been
widely criticized for its enormous costs in taxpayers' money and academics' time, its discouragement of
innovative (and especially interdisciplinary) research, and its negative effects on collegiality and staff morale.
Derek Sayer extends these arguments, notably through his discussion of the questionable staff selection
processes used in REF2014 within his own university. Where Rank Hypocrisies goes beyond previous critiques
is in its open challenge to the REF's claim to provide 'expert review of the outputs' - the very heart of its
legitimacy. Examining the composition and operation of REF disciplinary subpanels in forensic detail, Sayer
paints a picture in which overburdened assessors assign vaguely defined grades in fields that are frequently not
their own while ignoring all external indicators of the academic influence of the publications they are
appraising, and then shred all records of their deliberations. Judged against international norms of peer review,
the REF is an elaborate charade - and an insult to the core values of the academy.
Yearbook of Corpus Linguistics and Pragmatics 2014 Feb 20 2022 The Yearbook of Corpus Linguistics and

Pragmatics addresses the interface between the two disciplines and offers a platform to scholars who combine
both methodologies to present rigorous and interdisciplinary findings about language in real use. Corpus
linguistics and Pragmatics have traditionally represented two paths of scientific thought, parallel but often
mutually exclusive and excluding. Corpus Linguistics can offer a meticulous methodology based on
mathematics and statistics, while Pragmatics is characterized by its effort in the interpretation of intended
meaning in real language. This series will give readers insight into how pragmatics can be used to explain real
corpus data and also, how corpora can illustrate pragmatic intuitions. The present volume, Yearbook of Corpus
Linguistics and Pragmatics 2014: New Empirical and Theoretical Paradigms in Corpus Pragmatics, proposes
innovative research models in the liaison between pragmatics and corpus linguistics to explain language in
current cultural and social contexts.
New Trends in Software Methodologies, Tools and Techniques Nov 07 2020 Software is the essential enabling
means for science and the new economy. It helps us to create a more reliable, flexible and robust society. But
software often falls short of our expectations. Current methodologies, tools, and techniques remain expensive
and are not yet sufficiently reliable, while many promising approaches have proved to be no more than case-bycase oriented methods. This book contains extensively reviewed papers from the thirteenth International
Conference on New Trends in software Methodology, Tools and Techniques (SoMeT_14), held in Langkawi,
Malaysia, in September 2014. The conference provides an opportunity for scholars from the international
research community to discuss and share research experiences of new software methodologies and techniques,
and the contributions presented here address issues ranging from research practices and techniques and
methodologies to proposing and reporting solutions for global world business. The emphasis has been on
human-centric software methodologies, end-user development techniques and emotional reasoning, for an
optimally harmonized performance between the design tool and the user. Topics covered include the handling
of cognitive issues in software development to adapt it to the user's mental state and intelligent software
design in software utilizing new aspects on conceptual ontology and semantics reflected on knowledge base
system models. This book provides an opportunity for the software science community to show where we are
today and where the future may take us.
Women, Disability and Mental Distress Jul 28 2022 Over recent decades an increasing amount of attention has
been paid to identifying and meeting the individual support needs of mental health service users and people
with physical impairments in the UK. Evidence of this can be seen within the literature that considers mental
health and physical impairment from a wide range of perspectives, as well as the increased range of service
provision for individuals within both categories. However, the support needs of individuals who fall into both
categories have largely been overlooked by social care and health service providers, practitioners, and
organisations for whom the main focus is either mental health or physical impairment. The lack of attention
that has been given in theory and in practice to the mental health support needs of disabled women who
experience mental distress has resulted in an insufficient knowledge base of how to support disabled women
who may require some form of mental health support. For this group of women this has meant that their needs
have arguably continued to be neglected and subsequently left unmet. Writing from her position as both a
social worker and a service user, Julia Smith has written an innovative and important text which both discusses
a neglected area of personal experience and makes an original contribution to knowledge with regard to both
policy and practice.
Proceedings of the 2013 International Conference on Electrical and Information Technologies for Rail
Transportation (EITRT2013)-Volume I May 26 2022 Proceedings of the 2013 International Conference on
Electrical and Information Technologies for Rail Transportation (EITRT2013) collects the latest research in
this field, including a wealth of state-of-the-art research theories and applications in intelligent computing,
information processing, communication technology, automatic control, etc. The objective of the proceedings is
to provide a major interdisciplinary forum for researchers, engineers, academics and industrial professionals to
present the most innovative research on and developments in the field of rail transportation electrical and
information technologies. Contributing authors from academia, industry and the government also offer inside
views of new, interdisciplinary solutions. Limin Jia is a professor at Beijing Jiaotong University and Chief
Scientist at the State Key Lab of Rail Traffic Control and Safety.
Scale-Sensitive Governance of the Environment Aug 17 2021 Sensitivity to scales is one of the key challenges
in environmental governance. Climate change, food production, energy supply, and natural resource
management are examples of environmental challenges that stretch across scales and require action at
multiple levels. Governance systems are typically ill-equipped for this task due to organisational and
jurisdictional specialisation and short-term planning horizons. Further to this, scientific knowledge is
fragmented along disciplinary lines and research traditions in academia and research institutions. State-of-theart, Scale-Sensitive Governance of the Environment addresses these challenges by establishing the foundation
for a new, trans-disciplinary research field. It brings together and reframes a variety of disciplinary approaches,
using the idea of scales to create a conceptual and methodological basis for scale-sensitive governance of the
environment from both a natural and social science perspective. This volume presents new visions, methods
and innovative applications of thinking and decision making across scales in space and time to develop a
holistic view on the subject. It is unique in providing: F analysis on how spatial, temporal, and governance
scales are constructed, politically and scientifically defined, institutionalized in governance practices, and
strategically used in policy discourses F details on how current environmental governance practices can be
enriched by the use of theory on scale, with specific research themes to show the benefits of recognizing scales
in empirical research F insightful case studies drawn from countries in the Americas, Eastern and Southern
Africa, Europe, and South and Southeastern Asia, covering a wide range of environmental topics including
biodiversity, climate change, commodities (tea and palm oil), cultural landscapes, energy, forestry, natural
resource management, pesticides, urban development, and water management. With its comprehensive

coverage of scale and scaling issues and convergence of widely different scientific approaches, this book is
essential for environmental scientists, policy makers and planners, also conservation biologists and ecologists
who are involved in modeling climate change impacts and sustainability. This reference will also benefit
students of environmental studies, and all those who seek a response to the urgent environmental governance
challenges for the decades ahead.
Re-Assessing Modalising Expressions Dec 09 2020 Mood, modality and evidentiality are popular and dynamic
areas in linguistics. Re-Assessing Modalising Expressions – Categories, co-text, and context focuses on the
specific issue of the ways language users express permission, obligation, volition (intention), possibility and
ability, necessity and prediction linguistically. Using a range of evidence and corpus data collected from
different sources, the authors of this volume examine the distribution and functions of a range of patterns
involving modalising expressions as predominantly found in standard American English, British English or
Hong Kong English, but also in Japanese. The authors are particularly interested in addressing (co-)textual
manifestations of modalising expressions as well as their distribution across different text-types and thus
filling a gap research was unable to plug in the past. Thoughts on categorising or re-categorising modalising
expressions initiate and complement a multi-perspectival enterprise that is intended to bring research in this
area a step forward.
Science, Philosophy and Sustainability Oct 07 2020 For science to remain a legitimate and trustworthy source
of knowledge, society will have to engage in the collective processes of knowledge co-production, which not
only includes science, but also other types of knowledge. This process of change has to include a new
commitment to knowledge creation and transmission and its role in a plural society. This book proposes to
consider new ways in which science can be used to sustain our planet and enrich our lives. It helps to release
and reactivate social responsibility within contemporary science and technology. It reviews critically relevant
cases of contemporary scientific practice within the Cartesian paradigm, relabelled as 'innovation research',
promoted as essential for the progress and well-being of humanity, and characterised by high capital
investment, centralised control of funding and quality, exclusive expertise, and a reductionism that is
philosophical as well as methodological. This is an accessible and relevant book for scholars in Science and
Technology Studies, History and Philosophy of Science, and Science, Engineering and Technology Ethics.
Providing an array of concrete examples, it supports scientists, engineers and technical experts, as well as
policy-makers and other non-technical professionals working with science and technology to re-direct their
approach to global problems, in a more integrative, self-reflective and humble direction.
Applying Research Evidence in Social Work Practice May 02 2020 This key textbook explores how good social
work practice draws upon relevant and current research to ensure that interventions are as effective as
possible. Social workers are increasingly required to demonstrate their knowledge of the research and evidence
that underpin the daily decisions they make and actions they take and it is therefore vital that they are not only
up to date with the latest research, but that they have the tools and understanding to successfully apply this to
their practice. Written by leading experts in the field, this text book provides a step-by-step guide to
implementing research in to every day social work practice. This is essential reading for any one taking a
research module on Social Work programmes, at undergraduate and postgraduate level, or practitioners
wishing to advance their own practise and deliver the best possible service they can.
Michel Foucault’s Understandings of Power and the Political Crises in Egypt in the Yacoubian Building and
Cairo My City, Our Revolution Mar 31 2020 What happens when the largest majority of the population blindly
follow the interests of the tiny minority and lead a so called revolution against their current regime? What
happens to a country, where all its sanctity and sacredness are destroyed by the hands of its own children? If
Orwell’s Mr. Jones is removed from the authority, the emerge of the pigs is an inevitable likelihood. This book
compares the pre and after revolution state, of countries where uprisings emerged and reaches the vehement
conclusion about the pros and cons of these rebellions in the shadow of Michel Foucault’s understandings of
power and his ideas of governmentality.
Entrepreneurship Centres Jul 04 2020 Focusing on the role entrepreneurship centres can play within the UK
and other countries; this edited volume explores the effective construction of viable and sustainable
entrepreneurship centres. It questions how these Higher Education Centres contribute to enterprise and
entrepreneurship curriculum enhancement, research, and support to entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurship Centres
responds to the renewed focus on Higher Education Institutions to play a meaningful role in socio-economic
development and the need for such centres to act as an equal component to the traditional roles of teaching
and research within universities. With case studies from the UK, Africa, Europe, and Canada, this collection
contributes to the debate on whether entrepreneurship centres can and should play an important role in
entrepreneurship activities within HEIs.
Discursive Self in Microblogging Jan 28 2020 This volume examines the language of microblogs drawing on
the example of a group of eleven users who are united by their interest in ballet as a physical activity and an art
form. The book reports on a three and a half year study which complemented a 20,000 word corpus of tweets
with semi-structured interviews and participant observation. It deals with two main questions: how users
exploit the linguistic resources at their disposal to build a certain identity, and how the community boundaries
are performed discursively. The focus is on the speech acts of self-praise and complaint, and on the storytelling
practices of microbloggers. The comprehensive treatment of the speech act theory and the social psychological
approaches to self-disclosure provides a stepping stone to the analysis of identity work, for which the users
draw on two distinctive interpretive repertoires – affiliative and self-promoting.
International Perspectives on Older Adult Education Aug 24 2019 This important book builds on recent
publications in lifelong learning which focus on learning and education in later life. This work breaks new
ground in international understandings of what constitutes later life learning across diverse cultures in
manifold countries or regions across the world. Containing 42 separate country/regional analyses of later life

learning, the overall significance resides in insiders’ conceptualisations and critique of this emerging sub-field
of lifelong learning and adult education. International perspectives on older adult education provides new
appreciation of what is happening in countries from Europe (14), Africa (10), the Americas (7), Asia (9) and
Australasia (2), as authored by adult educators and/or social gerontologists in respective geographical areas.
These analyses are contextualised by a thorough introduction and critical appraisal where trends and fresh
insights are revealed. The outcome of this book is a never-before available critique of what it means to be an
older learner in specific nations, and the accompanying opportunities and barriers for learning and education.
The sub-title of research, policy and practice conveys the territory that authors traverse in which rhetoric and
reality are interrogated. Coverage in chapters includes conceptual analysis, historical patterns of provision,
policy developments, theoretical perspectives, research studies, challenges faced by countries and “success
stories” of later life learning. The resultant effect is a vivid portrayal of a vast array of learning that occurs in
later life across the globe. Brian Findsen is Professor of Education and Postgraduate Leader for Te Whiringa
School of Educational Leadership and Policy, Faculty of Education, University of Waikato, Hamilton, New
Zealand. Marvin Formosa is Head of the Department of Gerontology, Faculty for Social Wellbeing, University of
Malta, and Director of the International Institute on Ageing (United Nations - Malta).
University Trends Feb 29 2020 A university campus is a place with special resonance: conjuring images of
cloistered quadrangles and wood-panelled libraries, often echoing centuries of scholarly tradition. And yet it is
also a place of cutting-edge science, interactive learning, youth, vibrancy, and energy. It is this dual nature
which makes the physical environment of a university so dynamic as well as a highly challenging landscape to
design and manage successfully. Today, the scale of the pressures and the rate of change facing higher
education institutions are greater than ever.? Squeezed public spending, rising tuition fees and the growing
education ambitions of developing nations are set against a backdrop of rapid technological progress and
changing pedagogies. What are the repercussions for the physical realities of university planning and
architecture? And how are university campuses adapting to contend with these pressures? University Trends
introduces the most significant, widespread and thought-provoking trends in campus design today. Part 1
identifies current trends such as starchitecture, large-scale campus extensions, adaptive re-use, and
international branch campuses. Part 2 profiles each trend via highly-illustrated, global case studies of wellpublicised as well as lesser-known projects. The essential guide to current and future trends in campus design.
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